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The significant advantages of fluid bearings over ball bearings have led to 
increasing use of fluid bearing technology on the latest hard-disk drive spindle motors 
produced.  These include low acoustic noise, higher spindle speed, less non repeatable 
run-out (NRRO), better shock performance, better fatigue performance, and better 
stiffness and dynamic stability. The most commonly used grooved pattern in the 
journal of such bearings is the herringbone groove type. 
A test rig has been designed and fabricated to investigate the performance of 
some vertical hydrodynamic journal bearings with herringbone groove patterns on the 
shafts in terms of side leakage rates and axial pressure distributions, at low and high 
rotational speeds for one plain journal (Shaft 1) and seven different grooved journals 
(Shafts 2 to 8) which consist of: Shaft 2 (with symmetrical and discontinuous grooves 
and 0.25 mm clearance), Shaft 3 (with symmetrical and discontinuous grooves and 
0.35 mm clearance), Shafts 4 and 5 (asymmetrical and discontinuous grooves), Shaft 6 
(with symmetrical and continuous four grooves), Shaft 7 (with asymmetrical and 
continuous three grooves), and Shaft 8 (90-degrees groove angle).   
Computational simulations were performed for these eight herringbone-grooved 
journal bearings by the use of a computational fluid dynamic software called Fluent at 
rotational speeds ranging from 203 to 2110 rpm. The computational simulations agree 
with the experimental results and theoretical expectations in terms of axial pressure 
and side leakage rates. Some discrepancies between experimental and computational 
results are due to the underlying assumptions made in the simulations and the 
limitation of the experimental test rig. 
The overall experimental results also show that the test rig and experimental 
setup have successfully achieved the objectives of this project. The experimental 
 v 
results in terms of pressure profile and leakage rate are as expected and produce useful 
insights into the performance characteristics of the vertical herringbone grooved 
journal bearings especially in the pressure distributions and pumping sealing.  
Asymmetrical grooves such as on Shafts 4 and 5 can produce a good pumping 
sealing as the ratio of LB B on LBAB is increased. The increase in radial clearance as for 
Shafts 2 and 3 decreases the maximum pressure generated. The continuous grooves 
type as on Shafts 6 and 7 generally produces higher peak pressures than the 
discontinuous grooves such as on Shafts 2 – 5. Bearing of Shaft 7 can be rotated both 







A swept area between shaft and bearing 
A
r
 surface area vector 
fA
r
 area of face f 
a Bp Bmomentum-weighted averaging coefficient  
pa  the average of the momentum equations a BpB coefficients for the cells on either 
side of face f 









bB1 B  groove width 
bB2 Bgroove distance 
c    radial clearance or gap between shaft and bearing 




 force vector 






h  groove depth 
I identity matrix 
J Bf Bmass flux through face f 
J P*PBf Bresulting face flux from p* 
J’Bf Ba correction added to JP* PBf B 
L length of a groove set 
LBA B   length of upper set of herringbone grooves B 
LB      Blength of lower set of herringbone grooves  
 vii 
LBAB B     length of gap between LBAB and LB B 
LBJB B total effective length of journal bearing 
l circumferential length of journal bearing 
N rotational speed (rpm) 
facesN  number of faces enclosing cell 
nBg Bnumber of grooves (circumferentially) 
nBgaB       number of  grooves (axially) 
P fluid pressure 
pBc Bpressure within a cell 
pBamB ambient pressure 
p* estimate of pressure field 
p’ cell pressure correction  
Re Reynolds number (= πNDc/60ν) 
R radius of bearing 
r shaft radius 
rpm rotations per minute 
ϕS  source of φ per unit volume 
t time 
U tangential speed 
V cell volume 


















α Bp Bunder-relaxation factor for pressure 
β groove angle  
ϕΓ  diffusion coefficient for φ 





LL BA   










λ length to diameter ratio (= L/D) 
µ dynamic viscosity of lubricant  
ν kinematic viscosity of lubricant  
ρ fluid density 
fρ  density at face f 
τ  stress tensor 
φ a scalar transport quantity  
fϕ  value of φ convected through face f 
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1.1  BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
This work is motivated by the rapid advancement in hard-disk drive technology 
specifically on the spindle motor. The major components of a hard disk drive are 
shown in Fig. 1.1, while a typical spindle motor of a computer hard disk drive is 
shown in Fig. 1.2 (www.storagereview.com). 
As one of the most important components in a hard disk drive, the quality and 
power of a spindle motor bears a significant and direct influence on many key 
performance and reliability aspects of a hard disk drive. This is the reason why the 
spindle speed which affects both positioning and transfer performance is the one 
performance specification that is commonly quoted.   
In recent times, the concerns over noise, vibration and reliability have caused the 
hard disk’s spindle motor bearings to be a critical component that has received much 
attention and development. Since most of the noise, vibration, and heat factors created 
by high speed motor are closely related to bearings, the increase in the speed of a hard 
disk will automatically increase the demands placed on the bearings. This leads to the 
increasing utilization of fluid dynamic bearing (FDB) technology on the recently 
produced hard-disk drives due to the significant advantages of FDB over ball bearings, 
such as: 
 
a) Acoustic Noise 
The absence of metal to metal contact between the drive housing and the rotating 
part of the spindle motor in an FDB reduces dramatically the level of noise created 




b) Non-repeatable Run Out (NRRO) 
NRRO is a limiting factor in spindle operation that corresponds to the level of 
randomness of departure from the precise circular motion of the spindle hub due to 
surface imperfections such as the roundness imperfection of the metal balls or 
raceways in the case of ball bearings. A disk drive having a spindle with high NRRO 
results in the limitation upon the number of concentric data tracks that can be provided 
on the storage surfaces of the disk, because the tracks must be spaced sufficiently apart 
to accommodate the NRRO tolerance. The absence of metal to metal contact in FDB 
significantly reduces the level of NRRO. Hence, higher hard disk track and areal 
densities can be achieved. 
 
c) Shock Performance 
While the lubricant film in FDB drives provides the damping capability with 
respect to shock, the compactness between the shaft and sleeve in FDB motors greatly 
reduces contact stress. The ball bearing spindle motor for example has a tendency to 
experience damage in the small contact area between the balls and raceways resulting 
in high acoustics and NRRO degradation after experiencing non-operating shocks. 
 
d) Rotational Speed 
In high speed operations a ball bearing drive is prone to lubrication and 
overheating problems, and as a result can have a reduced lifespan. In FDB case, the 
minimum metal-to-metal friction results in a higher ability to withstand the effects of 
high rotational speeds and a longer lifespan than ball bearing. 
Chapter 1                                                                                              INTRODUCTION 
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e) Stiffness and Dynamics Stability 
One of the most serious forms of instability encountered in journal bearing 
operation is known as “half-frequency whirl” (HFW). The phenomenon is one of self-
excited vibration and is characterized by having the centered of the shaft orbit around 
the center of the bearing at a frequency approximately equal to half of the rotational 
velocity of the shaft. FDB system especially with axial grooves in the bearing 
generally has a high stiffness coefficient and raises the threshold of HFW. 
 
f) Robustness in Shipping and Handling 
FDB drives exhibit none of the fretting corrosion issues found in some ball 
bearing drives during shipping (fretting refers to micro-movement within the drive that 
leads to corrosion, accelerated wear, and potential failure). Furthermore, FDB drives 
are insensitive to acoustics aging, or degradation of acoustics due to long term running, 
shipping, and handling. 
In FDB technology, the metal balls as used in the ball bearing technology are 
replaced with either gas or lubricating oil. In a typical FDB hard disk drive motor, the 
spindle is supported by two hydrodynamic journal bearings and two hydrodynamic 
thrust bearings. The hydrodynamic journal and thrust bearings are formed between a 
shaft and thrust-plate and a sleeve with the clearance filled with lubricant. The 
lubricant is typically a few microns in thickness. 
A typical spindle motor schematic construction with fluid bearing is shown in 
Fig. 1.3. The surface of the stationary inner shaft (journal) is usually textured with a 
certain groove pattern in order to achieve a radial loading capability as well as for 
circulation of lubricant (pumping sealing effect) which is contained and circulated in a 
specific way in order to make the spindle motor assembly leak-proof and self-
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replenishing. 
One such groove pattern which is also the most commonly used is the so called 
herringbone grooves. Some examples of common herringbone groove patterns, as also 
among those used in this project are shown in Fig. 1.4. The parameters of the 
herringbone grooved journal bearing used in this work are shown in Fig. 1.5. 
 
1.2  OBJECTIVES  AND SCOPE 
The main objectives of this work are: 
• To design and construct a test rig to assess the performance of vertical herringbone 
grooved fluid journal bearing in terms of the fluid sealing capability and axial 
pressure distributions. 
• To numerically simulate the experiments by using a commercially available 
Computational Fluid Dynamics software called FLUENT. 
It is necessary to be stated from the outset that this work is not intended for 
direct prototyping of actual harddisk drive journal bearing, thus only approximate 
geometrical similarities are used as the basis for most of the experimental journal 
bearing and test rig dimensions. It is designed to study the effects of changing certain 
parameters of the herringbone grooved journal bearing on the bearing performance in 
terms of pressure, temperature, and leakage profiles. 
The scope of this work includes the followings: 
• Design, fabrication and construction of a test rig for a vertical journal bearing. 
• Design and construction of a lubrication system for oil supply mechanism. 
• Development of a data acquisition system that includes the use of a liquid pressure 
transducer connected to a computer. 
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• Construction of a driving system that includes a motor and a belt-pulley 
mechanism. 
• The use of a Computational Fluid Dynamic software called FLUENT to simulate 
the experimental work. 
 
1.3  THESIS ORGANIZATION 
This thesis is divided into six chapters. The first chapter covers the background, 
objectives and scope of the work.  
In Chapter 2, a literature review is presented which includes the theoretical 
background on the basic hydrodynamic lubrication concepts, several technological 
inventions, experimental study, and numerical simulation works on the herringbone 
grooved journal bearing.  
The physical structure and construction method of the test rig and experimental 
setup are described in Chapter 3. It includes the step by step procedures of several 
aspects of the experimental tests. This covers the necessary procedures starting from 
the preparation of the test rig up to actual parameters measurement. 
Numerical simulation procedures from the geometry and mesh generation up to 
the calculation and post processing using the Fluent and Gambit softwares are 
presented in Chapter 4. 
The experimental and numerical results of all the journal bearings are presented 
and discussed in Chapter 5, while the conclusions and recommendations for future 
works are presented in Chapter 6. 
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2.1  THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Hydrodynamic lubrication is created by the movement of a bearing surface so to 
create a converging clearance which causes a thin layer of fluid to be pulled through 
due to viscous force and is then compressed between the bearing surfaces, resulting in 
hydrodynamic pressure to support an applied load without any solid to solid contact. 
The vast varieties of hydrodynamic journal and thrust bearing applications in modern 
industry are based on this essential mechanism of hydrodynamic lubrication. 
The differential equations governing the pressure distribution in fluid film 
lubrication was first derived by Osborne Reynolds in 1886 (Bushan, 1999). The 
Reynolds equation forms the foundation of fluid film lubricating theory. Through this 
equation the relation between the geometry of the surfaces, relative sliding velocity, 
the property of the fluid and the magnitude of the normal load the bearing can support 
is established. The Reynolds equation is usually derived either from the Navier-Stokes 
equations of fluid motion and the continuity equation or from the principle of mass 
conservation and the laws of viscous flow. 
Depending on a particular application the Reynolds equation can be simplified 
with certain limiting cases and boundary conditions to form a closed-form solution that 
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2.2 NUMERICAL STUDIES ON HYDRODYNAMIC JOURNAL BEARING 
Since the exact analytical solutions for herringbone grooved journal bearings 
(HGJB) are not possible, the majority of published literatures involve the use of 
numerical or computational methods in predicting a journal bearing performance.   
Raimondi (1961) numerically solved the Reynolds equations pertaining to the 
finite length journal bearing with a constant unidirectional load and lubricated with a 
compressible fluid, with constant viscosity, isothermal case and with various L/D ratio, 
compressibility number, and eccentricity ratios. 
One of the common objectives of the existing numerical works is to determine 
some optimum parameters of the fluid bearing based on specific design criteria. 
Hamrock and Fleming (1971) determined the optimal parameters for the HGJB 
for maximum radial load capacity using the Narrow Groove Theory (NGT) which is 
agreed to be acceptably accurate for gas-lubricated HGJB with large number of 
grooves and small eccentricity ratios. The performance of HGJB with small number of 
grooves was eventually determined by Bonneau and Absi (1994). 
Hashimoto and Matsumoto (2001) described the optimum design methodology 
to improve the operating characteristics of hydrodynamic journal bearings and its 
application to elliptical journal bearing design used in high-speed rotating machinery. 
Kang et al. (1996) used a finite difference method to study the dynamics 
characteristics of an oil lubricated HGJB with circular-profile grooves. 
Hirani et. al. (1997), described a rapid method to evaluate the significant design 
parameters such as load capacity, maximum pressure, flow, power loss, and maximum 
temperature in the oil film. 
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A more accurate and experimentally proven prediction of the load and dynamic 
force coefficients of an HGJB were presented by Zirkelback and San Andres (1998) 
using a finite element analysis (FEA) model. 
Zheng and Hasebe (2000) used a finite element method based on the variational 
inequality approach, to calculate the oil film pressure distribution of a journal bearing.  
Yoshimoto et. al. (2000) computationally tested the pumping characteristics of a 
herringbone grooved journal bearing which was functioning as a viscous pump by 
using a narrow-groove theory and accounting with various design parameters. 
Jang and Chang (2000) studied the cavitation phenomenon in hydrodynamic 
HGJB and concluded that cavitation region increases with increasing eccentricity, 
aspect ratio (L/D), groove angle, rotational speed and decreasing groove width ratio. 
Pandazaras and Petropoulos (2001) presented theoretical results regarding the 
computational estimation of the critical rotational speed in smooth or of negligible 
roughness and waviness of hydrodynamicaly lubricated journal bearings. 
Recently, Jang and Yoon (2003) provided an analytical method to study the 
stability of a hydrodynamic HGJB. They show that the instability of the hydrodynamic 
journal bearing with rotating herringbone grooves increases with increasing 
eccentricity and with decreasing groove number, which play the major roles in 
increasing the average and variation of stiffness coefficients, respectively. 
 
2.3 EXPERIMENTAL WORKS ON HYDRODYNAMIC JOURNAL BEARING 
One of the few available experimental researches regarding HGJB was done by 
Yoshimoto and Takahashi (1999) where an HGJB was used as a viscous vacuum pump 
(gas journal bearing) that could significantly reduce the power consumption of a 
scanner motor and increase scanning accuracy. 
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Costa et al. (2000) presented the results of parametric experiments carried out in 
order to study the influence of groove location and supply pressure on the performance 
of a steadily loaded journal bearing with a single-axial groove. It is shown that some 
bearing characteristics are significantly sensitive to changes in groove location and 
supply pressure. 
Tanaka (2000) performed a theoretical and experimental study to show that when 
the oil supply to the journal bearing is insufficient (starved lubrication), the static and 
dynamic performance of the journal bearing will be significantly altered. 
This lack of published experimental results in the area of HGJB is one of the 
motivating factors that prompted the current work.  
 
2.4   TECHNOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS AND INVENTIONS 
Hard-disk drive technology is undergoing a major advancement in recent years 
by employing fluid bearing technology in its spindle motor. Due to commercial nature 
of hard-disk drive technology, reports on experimental investigations on this subject 
are rare. However, some patents related to herringbone grooved journal bearing are 
available which will be briefly described in the following. 
Chen (1995) invented a self-replenishing hydrodynamic bearing unit which 
produces bi-directional, localized lubricating liquid flows generally along an axis of 
relative rotation of the bearing components while maintaining zero global axial flow. 
A specific method of manufacturing a fluid bearing unit with high dimensional 
accuracy was invented by Hayakawa et al. (1997) with the objective to provide a fluid 
bearing unit in which changes in dynamic pressure and bearing loss can be reduced 
even when the environmental temperature is changed. 
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Mori et. al. (2000) designed a motor and rotating shaft supporting device for 
spindle motor using a porous bearing body and creating a self-replenishing action 
inside the journal bearing.  
Chen and Sullivan (2000) designed a spindle motor with hybrid air/oil 
hydrodynamic bearing, with the liquid bearing for transferring loads in an axial 
direction relative to the shaft and the aerodynamic bearing for transferring loads in a 
radial direction relative to the shaft. 
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3.1  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
As schematically shown in Fig. 3.1 the experimental setup consists of the test 
rig, specimen shafts, drive system, lubrication supply system, leakage collector and 
data acquisition system. The full view of the experimental set up is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
 
3.1.1  Components and Parts 
The test rig consists of a rotating shaft (journal) and a stationary sleeve (bearing) 
together with the supporting structures to fix the position of the journal bearing. The 
test rig model with its overall dimensions is illustrated in Fig. 3.3, while the assembly 
view  showing its main parts is shown in Fig. 3.4 which includes: the base (1), side 
supports (2), lower sleeve housing (3), connecting rod supports (4), sleeve (5), 
specimen shaft (6), upper sleeve housing (7), shaft housing (8), driving shaft (9), thrust 
bearing (10), locknut (11), lower ball bearing (12), and upper ball bearing (13). 
The engineering drawings of the detailed geometrical dimensions of the major 
parts of the test rig including the specimen shafts tested are provided in Appendix A. 
The starting point for the determination of the geometrical dimensions of the 
journal bearing (shaft and sleeve) was obtained from Hamrock and Fleming, (1971). 
The groove parameters as optimized by Hamrock and Fleming, (1971) are as follow.  
For HGJB, with length to diameter ratio λ = (L/D) = 1 and the assumption of an 
incompressible flow, the dimensionless bearing number 06 2 ≈=Λ cp
UR
am
µ . The 
following optimized parameters are obtained:                   
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• The film thickness ratio H 0 = h
ch +             219.20 =H  






=α                 5228.0=α     
• The groove angle β                                         o62.28=β  
• The groove length ratio γ = A BL L
L
+               γ =0.7607 
The parameters BA LLbbch ,,,,, 21  and L are indicated in Fig.1.5. The journal 
bearing dimensions (with grooved shaft) were then determined to give the above 
parameters that serve as a starting point before some parameters were varied for 
investigations, hence creating eight different specimen shafts. 
The remaining test rig dimensions were obtained to accommodate the vertical 
journal bearing, driving mechanism, lubrication supply, leakage collection, and data 
acquisition as described further in this section and sections 3.1.4 to 3.1.7. 
The base, upper and lower sleeve housing are made of hardened steel while the 
driving shaft, driving shaft housing, connecting rod supports and side supports are 
made of mild steel. The test rig is fixed to a rigid metal table (Fig. 3.5) to minimize 
vibration, and mainly consists of a drive system, a lubricant feeding system, a test 
section (where the sleeve and shaft are) and a leakage collector.  
Each component needs to be machined with high precision to acquire the 
required concentricity and alignment between the journal (grooved shaft) and the 
bearing (sleeve). A slight deviation in the alignment between the shaft and the sleeve 
will result in a significant change in pressure profiles. 
Beside the rigidity factor, some ergonomic consideration was also included in 
the test rig design. For example, both the upper and lower ends of the driving shaft 
housing have radially extended metal parts upon which in the case of the lower end the 
three bolts pass through. This was done for ease of handling, construction, and 
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dismantling. More detailed descriptions of the test rig components and the supporting 
structures are described in the following. 
 
UDriving Shaft and Shaft Housing 
The driving shaft transmits the driving power from the motor by a belt-pulley 
mechanism. It is constrained in a housing and supported by two sealed ball bearings. 
The axial position of the driving shaft is secured by a locknut to the lower ball bearing. 
The lower end of the driving shaft is machined to a ridge-coupling shape to be joined 
with the upper end of the grooved shaft to transmit the torque. Fig. 3.6 shows the belt-
pulley connection between the motor shaft and the driving shaft. The groove-ridge 
coupling connecting the driving shaft and the specimen shaft is shown in Fig. 3.7. Both 
the driving shaft and its housing were machined on a precision lathe out of mild steel. 
The driving shaft housing is joined to the upper sleeve housing by three pairs of nuts 
and bolts.  
 
UGrooved Shaft 
In the fabrication of the herringbone grooved shafts, plain or blank shafts were 
initially machined on a precision lathe, and the herringbone grooves were then 
machined on the shafts using a 5-axis CNC milling machine. Aluminum is chosen for 
the material of the grooved shaft for its clear and bright color, thus allowing a good 
observation of the lubricant inside the gap between the sleeve and the shaft. 
The shaft is supported by a thrust bearing that sits on the inner portion of the 
upper sleeve housing. The upper end of the grooved shaft has a horizontal groove that 
is designed to allow the driving shaft to be coupled onto it. The other end of the 
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grooved shaft is left free hanging as to allow oil lubricant to flow out of the journal 
bearing at the bottom side. 
 
USleeve Housings 
The two sleeve housings (upper and lower) are similar in their design 
construction with the upper housing being slightly more complicated as to 
accommodate the mounting of the thrust bearing to support the grooved shaft. For 
manufacturing purpose, the upper sleeve housing is separated into two parts, the upper 
part that holds the thrust bearing and the oil reservoir. The two parts are connected 
with tight fit tolerance by forming a circular groove on the bottom side of the first part 
and a circular ridge on the top of the oil reservoir part.  
 
USleeve 
The sleeve is made of perspex due to its transparency to facilitate visual 
observation on the lubricant inside the journal bearing. There are eleven axially 
equidistance counter-bore holes (1.8 mm outer diameter) machined on the sleeve to 
measure pressure in eleven locations axially, while there are three axially equidistance 
thru holes with 1.5 mm diameter for temperature measurements. Silicon glue is used to 
seal the upper and lower parts where the sleeve intersects with the two housings as to 
prevent unwanted oil leakage. 
 
USupporting Rods  
The four supporting rods are made of mild steel and are used to support and 
connect the upper sleeve housing to the lower sleeve housing. In total, eight nuts are 
used to tighten the supporting rods to the sleeve housings. 
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USide Supports 
The side supports connect the lower sleeve housing to the base. Each side 
support needs six bolts to be tightened to the lower sleeve housing and six flat screws 
to be tightened to the base. An oval thru hole is formed on the center of each support 
for visualization purpose. 
 
UBase 
The base is where the two side supports sit upon and through which the test rig is 
fixed to the rigid metal table. With its existing slot holes on two sides, it can be moved 
forward or backward to adjust the whole test rig horizontal position. This is especially 
useful during the initial construction of the test rig relative to the motor on the wall. 
 
3.1.2  Assembly  
The brief step by step descriptions to assemble the test rig are given in the 
following (assuming that the test rig is built first before fixing its position on the rigid 
metal table): 
• The two ball bearings were pressed fit into the two positions inside the driving 
shaft housing. The driving shaft was then slotted in and the lower end of the 
shaft was secured to the inner race of the ball bearing with a locknut. The shaft 
and its housing will then be a stand alone component of the setup and do not 
need to be disassembled again. 
• The two side supports were fastened on the base with six flat screws for each 
side support. The screws were inserted from the bottom surface of the base 
towards the threaded holes on the bottom surface of the side support. 
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• The lower sleeve housing was positioned on top of the side supports and six 
bolts were tightened on each side. 
• The four supporting rods were placed on the four holes of the lower sleeve 
housing and then each nut was tightened at the lower end of the supporting rod 
underneath the bottom surface of the lower sleeve housing. 
• The sleeve was positioned in the middle of the lower sleeve housing. 
• The four corner holes were fitted on the upper sleeve housing to the threaded 
upper end part of each of the supporting rods and then tightened with nuts. The 
upper part of the sleeve was fitted into circumferential step in the middle of the 
oil reservoir that is integrated with the upper sleeve housing. 
• The thrust bearing was placed on its predetermined position in the middle of 
the upper sleeve housing. 
• The grooved shaft was inserted inside the sleeve until its upper part rests on the 
thrust bearing. 
• The driving shaft housing was positioned on top of the upper sleeve housing by 
aligning the position of the three holes for the nuts and bolts and at the same 
time the ridge of the driving shaft is fitted into the groove part at the upper top 
surface of the grooved shaft. 
• The three pairs of nuts and bolts connecting the driving shaft housing and the 
upper sleeve housing were tightened.  
• The position of the test rig was fixed to the rigid metal table by aligning the six 
holes on the sides of the base to the holes on the table. It was then tightened 
with six pairs of bolts and spacers. 
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Although the sleeve is designed to have a tight-fit connection with the upper and 
lower sleeve housing, in order to prevent unwanted lubricant leakage, it is 
recommended to apply some silicon gel around the areas where the sleeve intersects 
the two housings. By the same token, it is also recommended to place some sort of 
paper or rubber seal between the overlapping surfaces of the driving shaft housing and 
the upper sleeve housing. 
 
3.1.3  Specimen Shafts 
Eight specimen shafts (shafts 1 to 8) are tested in this project; one is a plain shaft 
(shaft 1) and the others are grooved shafts, as shown in Fig. 3.8.  
Roundness tests were conducted on all the specimen shafts on three different 
axial positions (top, middle and bottom) of each shaft using a Talyrond 100 machine. 
The results of the roundness tests are presented in Appendix B, while Table 3.1 
presents the average departure of roundness (DOR) for each shaft over the three axial 
positions. DOR is defined as the sum of the maximum and the minimum peak 
deviations from the mean circle.  
The geometrical descriptions of the eight shafts are summarized in Table 3.2. 
 
 
Table 3.1  Average departure of roundness of the eight specimen shafts. 
 
Shaft 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
DOR (µm) 3.9 5.6 4.2 7.8 5.1 3.9 4.5 4.1 
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Table 3.2  Geometrical descriptions of the eight specimen shafts. 
 
Parameters/Journal  Shaft 1 Shaft 2 Shaft 3 Shaft 4 Shaft 5 Shaft 6 Shaft 7 Shaft 8 
Number of grooves nBg B 0 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
Radial clearance c 250 250  350  250 250 250  250  250 
Groove width b1  0 6.35  6.35  6.35 6.35 6.35 6.35  6.35 
Groove distance b 2  0 5.81  5.69  5.81 5.81 5.81  5.81  5.81 
Effective length of  
journal bearing LBJB B 
120 120  120  120 120 120  120 120 
Shaft diameter D 46.2 46.2  46.0  46.2  46.2  46.2  46.2 46.2  
Groove depth h 0 250  250  250 250 250  250  250 
Groove angle β 0 28.6° 28.6° 28.6° 28.6° 28.6° 28.6° 28.6° 
Number of axial grooves n BgaB 0 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 
Upper groove length LBAB 0 17.7 17.7  15.92 14.15 26.6  35.5  17.5 
Lower groove length LB B 0 17.7  17.7  19.45 21.22 26.6  35.5  17.5 
Gap between LBAB and LB  BLBAB B 0 13.5  13.5  11.13 11.13 0 0 11.5 
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3.1.4  Drive System 
 The drive system consists of a motor and its driver, two pulleys, a timing belt. 
As shown in Fig. 3.6, the motor is mounted on a bracket structure bolted vertically to a 
wall. The motor position can be adjusted horizontally by loosening the six bolts that 
are used to tighten the motor to the structure. The motor shaft is connected to the 
driving shaft by pulleys through a timing belt. The motor speed has been calibrated 
with respect to an input AC frequency to the motor driver (Fig. 3.9) under the actual 
loading condition, so the speed can be adjusted by changing the AC frequency on the 
motor driver. The motor speed calibration results are presented in Fig. 3.10. The 
technical specifications of the motor and its driver are presented in Appendices C and 
D. 
 
3.1.5  Lubricant Supply System 
Figure 3.11 shows the lubricant supply mechanism for the journal bearing. It 
consists of an oil reservoir located between the sleeve and the upper sleeve housing, 
and an oil container which consists of two compartments. One compartment serves as 
a constant head pressure supply and the other collects the excess oil spilled from the 
constant head compartment. A small submersible pump inside the other compartment 
pumps back the oil to the constant head compartment through a plastic tube. The oil 
flows through a plastic hose into a reservoir at the bottom of the upper sleeve housing.    
The reservoir has three inlets to which each is connected to a T-junction flow 
distributor (Fig. 3.12). The three inlets are separated by 90Po P angle for uniform oil 
distribution into the reservoir. A pressure-relieve mechanism is also provided to return 
the oil into the container when a high pressure is built up in the reservoir. 
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3.1.6  Leakage Collection 
The side leakage from the journal bearing is collected in a metal container at the 
bottom of the test rig (Fig. 3.13). The initial and final mass of the container were 
measured to determine the net side leakage for a time interval indicated by a 
stopwatch. A high precision digital weighing machine is used to measure the net 
leakage rate by dividing the net leakage mass by the time taken.  
 
3.1.7  Data Acquisition System 
3.1.7.1  Pressure Reading 
Pressure distributions were obtained along the journal bearing and a pressure 
transducer (DSA 3007) was used to obtain the pressure distributions from the 11 
pressure taps. DSA 3007 is a liquid pressure transducer manufactured by Scanivalve 
Corporation (Fig. 3.14). Each of the DSA 3007 transducer contains RAM, 16 bit A/D 
converter and a microprocessor in a compact self-contained module. This makes the 
module to be “Network Ready” with the use of Ethernet TCP/IP. A simple computer 
program in windows such as Telnet is sufficient to establish a network connection 
from a computer to the pressure transducer and send specific commands to acquire the 
desired output such as pressure scanning, number of scanning per second, pressure 
unit, and calibration. The 11 pressure taps on the sleeve are shown in Fig. 3.15, while 
their exact locations can be seen in Appendix A (Figs. A.7 and A.8). 
Figure 3.16 shows the calibration results of the DSA 3007 pressure transducer. 
The relationship between the standard input pressure and the measured one is linear. 
The DSA 3007 module needs to be connected to a DC converter (Fig. 3.17) since it 
requires the input voltage of 28 Volt (DC). The technical specifications of DSA 3007 
can be seen in Appendix E.  
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3.1.7.2  Temperature Reading 
The lubricant temperature is monitored at three axial locations on the sleeve (Fig. 
3.18). The temperature taps are located evenly at the top, middle and bottom of the 
sleeve. Type T (copper-constantan) thermocouple connected to a digital thermometer 
was used to measure the lubricant temperature through the three thermal rods.   
 
3.2  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE  
The experimental procedure consists of steps that are necessary to be taken 
before, during and after each experiment, including the methods of measuring and 
displaying both the pressure and temperature readings, as well as procedures in 
changing the specimen shaft, specimen sleeve and rotational speed. 
The pre-run preparation can be summarized as follows: 
a) The power supply to the computer, motor driver, thermocouple and the pump 
inside the oil container is switched on.  
b) The outlet valve from the oil container is opened. 
c) The DC converter is turned on and the DC output voltage to the DSA 3007 
pressure transducer is set to be around 28 Volts. 
d) A telnet program from MS Windows or a data acquisition software (eg. HP-
Vee or LabView) can be utilized to establish a connection to the DSA 3007 
module for capturing and displaying the output of the scanned pressure. 
e) The gap and space between the sleeve and the shaft is ensured to be completely 
filled up with oil lubricant. To make this process faster a syringe is used to suck 
out the air bubble inside the journal bearing.  
f) Initial pressure reading is taken after approximately 5 minute duration to ensure 
a stable pressure reading. 
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g) The initial pressure reading data is scanned and stored. 
h) The initial temperature reading from the thermocouple at the three locations is 
recorded. 
i) The frequency of the motor driver is set to a certain value that corresponds to 
the desired rpm output. 
 
During each experiment the following actions are performed: 
a) The experiment is started by running the motor driver while at the same time 
placing the leakage container at the bottom of the test rig. A stop watch is used 
to measure time duration. 
b) The pressure readings from the transducers are scanned and at the same time 
the three temperature readings from the thermocouple are recorded every 1 
minute until 10 minutes. 
c) The leakage container at the bottom of the journal bearing is removed at the 
end of the second minute. 
d) The motor driver is stopped at the end of the tenth minute. 
e) The oil container is weighed and the increase in weight is determined by 
subtracting the initial from the final amount of oil leakage at the bottom of the 
journal bearing for the two minutes period. 
f) If another experiment needs to be conducted, a certain amount of time is 
needed to let the temperature drops to approximately the same level with the 
first experiment. From the viscosity changes, up to 2PoPC of temperature 
difference can still be tolerated. It is necessary to ensure that there is no air 
bubble trapped inside the journal bearing. In the case of bubbles appearance, a 
syringe is used to suck out the bubbles while slowly rotating the shaft 
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manually. Steps from the sixth step onwards on the pre-run preparation are then 
repeated and all the steps as for during an experiment. 
g) At the end of the experiment, the outlet valve from the oil container is closed 
and then the power supply to all other equipments is turned off. 
 
3.2.1  Pressure Measurement  
The pressure measurement consists of establishing a network connection with 
the pressure transducers which has its own Internet Protocol (IP) address and 
displaying the desired scanned output using the preset commands applicable on the 
DSA 3007 pressure transducer which has a built in microprocessor. The simplest and 
fastest way to do this is to open a Telnet connection program to the DSA 3007 module 
and then applying some commands to set and control the type of output data to be sent 
by the transducer. The procedure is as follows: 
a) The Telnet program is used to connect to the transducer with the IP address 
indicated on the particular DSA 3007 module. 
b) The number of Frames Per Second (FPS) is set to 1 by typing the command: 
“set fps 1”. 
c) The unit pressure output is set to be in SI unit (Pascal) by typing the command: 
“set unit pa”. 
d) The pressure readings of the 11 pressure sensors are displayed by typing the 
command: “scan”. 
e) The displayed pressure values are transferred to a spreadsheet application 
program such as MS Excel. 
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Steps a to c are done only at every new Telnet session. Otherwise, only steps d and e 
are necessary. For each rotational speed pressure recording is done every one minute 
until up to ten minutes duration.   
 
3.2.2  Temperature Measurement 
Temperature measurement is done manually by noting down the temperature 
displayed by the thermocouple. The channel dial on the thermocouple is used to switch 
between the three temperature channels. The temperature display mode is set to 
Celcius. For each rotational speed, temperature reading of the three channels is 
recorded every minute for a duration of 10 minutes, as with the pressure scanning.  
 
3.2.3  Leakage Measurement 
Leakage measurement is done for two minutes duration counted from the start of 
the motor. The leakage container is then quickly removed from under the sleeve 
housing and the total final mass is weighted then subtracted by the initial mass to 
obtain the net oil leakage during the two minute duration at the bottom of the journal 
bearing. 
 
3.2.4  Changing Specimen Shaft 
The steps that are taken in changing the specimen shaft are as follow: 
a) The power of the motor driver is turned off. 
b) The six bolts that are used to tighten the motor to the supporting bracket are 
loosened. 
c) The motor is pulled towards the driving shaft to loosen the timing belt. 
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d) The timing belt is taken away from the pulleys connecting the motor shaft and 
the driving shaft. 
e) The three pairs of nuts and bolts that connect and tighten the driving shaft 
housing to the upper sleeve housing are loosened and then removed. 
f) The driving shaft housing is carefully lifted up and then removed and placed on 
the metal table. 
g) The specimen shaft is slowly pulled up, removed and then replaced with a new 
shaft.  
h) The driving shaft housing is put back by aligning the position of the three holes 
for the nuts and bolts while the ridge of the driving shaft is fitted into the 
groove part at the upper top surface of the specimen shaft. 
i) The three pairs of nuts and bolts connecting the driving shaft housing and the 
upper sleeve housing are tightened. 
j) The timing belt is put back to connect the two pulleys and then the horizontal 
position of the motor is adjusted to get the right pulley tension. A simple rule of 
thumb for determining the right pulley tension is by finger pressing the middle 
of one side of the timing belt and measure the furthest displacement to be 
approximately 2 cm. 
k) The six bolts are tightened to secure the motor position to the bracket.  
 
3.2.5  Changing Specimen Sleeve 
To change the specimen sleeve the following procedure is taken. 
a) Steps a to f as for changing the specimen shaft are followed. 
b) The specimen shaft is removed and then the four nuts that connect the upper 
sleeve housing and the four supporting rods are loosened and removed. 
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c) The silicon glued at the top and bottom part of the sleeve is cut. 
d) The upper sleeve housing is carefully lifted and then removed. 
e) The sleeve and the silicon on both of the upper and lower sleeve housing are 
removed. 
f) A new sleeve is put into place. 
g) The upper sleeve housing is carefully returned to its original place on top of the 
sleeve while aligning the four holes to the four supporting rods, and then the 
four nuts are tightened. 
h) The shaft is returned into position. 
i) Steps h to k as in changing the specimen shaft are followed. 
j) Silicon gel is applied on the upper and lower circumferential edge surfaces 
where the sleeve intercepts and fits into both the upper and lower sleeve 
housing. 
k) One day is allowed for the silicon gel to be completely hard before conducting 
further experiment. 
 
3.2.6  Changing Rotational Speed 
The shaft rotational speed is the same as the motor speed which is controlled by 
adjusting the AC input frequency applied to the motor driver. From the motor speed 
calibration results, a corresponding AC frequency output from the motor driver can be 
determined to give a desired rotational speed output. To change the output AC 
frequency from the motor driver, the MODE keypad button is pressed several times 
until the frequency reading appears on the monitor section, and then the up or down 
keypad button is pressed until the frequency reading changes to a certain desired value. 
This can be done either when the motor is at rest or while rotating, and the output 
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speed will change as soon as the frequency displayed on the motor driver monitor 
section changes. 
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4.1  INTRODUCTION TO FLUENT 
FLUENT is a computational fluid dynamics program to model fluid flow and 
heat transfer in complex geometries. It solves the continuity and momentum equations 
using a finite volume method, that is, the numerical technique involves the sub-
division of the domain into a finite set of cells known as "control volumes" and 
applying the discretized governing partial differential equations over each cell. This 
yields a large set of simultaneous algebraic equations which are highly non-linear. 
These equations are in turn solved by iterative means until a converged solution is 
achieved (Fluent Inc., 2003).  
One of the distinctive features of FLUENT is that it can operate on both 
structured and unstructured grids. This creates the ability to simplify the geometry 
modeling and grid generation process, and model more complex geometries than what 
can be handled with conventional, multi-block structured grids. 
The FLUENT software comes as a package. The schematic of the basic program 
structure of the FLUENT package is shown in Fig. 4.1 (Fluent Inc., 2003) which 
consists of: 
• FLUENT, the solver. 
• prePDF, the preprocessor for modeling non-premixed combustion in FLUENT. 
• GAMBIT, the preprocessor for geometry modeling and mesh or grid 
generation. 
• T Grid, an additional preprocessor that can generate volume meshes from 
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existing boundary meshes.  
• Filters (translators) for import of surface and volume meshes from CAD/CAE 
packages such as ANSYS, CGNS, I-DEAS, NASTRAN, PATRAN, and others. 
 
The model geometry and grid generation are done by using the GAMBIT 
preprocessor. The journal bearing geometry can be created according to the specified 
dimensions and modified as desired. The next task is to generate the mesh or grid of 
the existing volume geometry. The final step done in GAMBIT is to define the 
boundary elements and continuum type of the meshed volume.  
The mesh is then exported into FLUENT where the boundary conditions, 
material properties, solver methods and solution parameters are defined for 
computational calculations. After the iterations and a good convergence are achieved, 
the computational results can be extracted and displayed. 
 
4.2 GEOMETRY BUILDING AND MESH GENERATION 
In GAMBIT, the geometry of the journal bearing formed by each of the eight 
shafts is built.  The domain of the geometry is the interior space between the inner wall 
of the sleeve and the surface of a specimen shaft over the total effective length of the 
journal bearing LBJB B. A sample of a built journal bearing geometry is shown in Fig. 4.2.  
The grid generation was done by firstly partitioning the built geometry into two 
symmetrical halves. This is the only way through which the meshing can be 
completed, due to the complexity of the shaft geometry. An example of a meshed 
volume of the journal bearing model is shown in Fig. 4.3. 
In terms of grid topology, due to the complexity of the geometry, both structured 
and unstructured grids were applied. This consists of a combination of triangular and 
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quadrilateral cells in two-dimensional, and tetrahedron, hexahedron, pyramid, or 
wedge/prism cells in three-dimensional (Fig. 4.4). A volume meshing scheme called 
Cooper was utilized in the final stage of volume meshing.  
The number and type of grid cells generated for the eight journal bearing models 
are presented in Table 4.1. The mixed cells type indicates any combination of 3D cell 
types. The basis for the number of grid cells adopted in the simulations is explained in 
section 4.5 (Grid Independence). 
Table 4.1  Number and type of grid cells. 
 
Shaft Number of grid cells Cells type 
1 253560  tetrahedral 
2 274410  mixed 
3 274670  mixed 
4 276950  mixed 
5 272980  mixed 
6 323060  tetrahedral 
7 318790  tetrahedral 
8 276440  mixed 
 
Having generated the grid, the final step to be done in GAMBIT is to define the 
boundary elements and continuum type of the model (Fig. 4.5). 
 
 4.3  BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND PHYSICAL MODELING  
The physical properties, operating conditions and the boundary conditions 
defined for each journal bearing model are presented in Table 4.2. The boundary types 
of both the bottom and top outlets were set to be pressure-outlet. This is because the 
input pressure on both outlets, other than the static pressure, is not known.  Pressure 
outlet boundary conditions are used to define the static pressure at flow outlets. The 
use of a pressure outlet boundary condition instead of an outflow condition often 
results in a better rate of convergence when backflow occurs during iteration (Fluent 
Inc., 2003). 
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 To simulate the physical boundary condition of the real test rig which has an oil 
reservoir on top of the journal bearing and open to atmosphere at the bottom outlet, a 
constant gauge pressure of 857.4 Pa is set as the top inlet boundary condition of the 
journal bearing and 0 Pa at the bottom outlet. 
Table 4.2  Physical properties and boundary conditions. 





Hydrelf DS 32 
874  kg/m3 (constant) 




















Rotating - No Slip 
Stationary 
Pressure outlet – Static Pressure: 857.4 Pa (constant) 
Backflow Direction Specific Method: Normal to 
boundary 
 




Since the flow is of low Reynolds number, laminar flow is expected. For oil 
density ρ = 874 kg/mP3 P, oil dynamic viscosity µ = 0.02 kg/m-s, shaft diameter D = 46.2 
mm, the tangential speed U = rpm x 2π/60 x D/2, radial clearance c = 0.25 mm, the 
maximum Reynolds number for journal bearing (Re BJBB) used in this experiment can be 
calculated as: 









⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞×⎛ ⎞
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= = =
      
Although this work is not intended to directly simulate the journal bearing of a 
real harddisk, comparison of the Reynolds number of the current work with that of a 
typical harddisk drive journal bearing (assuming the use of the same fluid lubricant) is 
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considered useful and is shown in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3  Comparison between lubricant flow in a real journal bearing and the  




Bearing Current Model 
Fluid density (kg/mP3 P) 1.21 874 
Rotation/min (rpm) 8000 2110 
Shaft diameter (m) 0.004 0.0462 
Bearing clearance (m) 0.00001 0.00025 
Fluid dynamic viscosity 
(kg/m.s) 0.0000181 0.02 
Reynolds Number 1.12 55.7 
 
From the Reynolds numbers in Table 4.3, the lubricant flow in a real journal 
bearing and the current model is laminar. This suggests that the experimental and 
numerical results of the current work can be used to study the fluid flow condition and 
the performance of real harddisk drive journal bearings that use various herringbone 
groove types on the journals.  
 
4.4 SOLVER METHODS AND SOLUTIONS CONTROL 
The general methodology and equations used in calculating the fluid properties 
are presented on the steps that are performed in each iteration, as outlined below 
(Fluent Inc., 2003): 
1. Fluid properties are updated, based on the current solution. If the calculation 
has just begun, the fluid properties will be updated based on the initialized 
solution. 
2. The u, v, and w momentum equations are each solved in turn using current 
values for pressure and face mass fluxes, in order to update the velocity field. 
3. Since the velocities obtained in Step 2 may not satisfy the continuity equation 
locally, a “Poisson-type” equation for the pressure correction is derived from 
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the continuity equation and the linearized momentum equations. This pressure 
correction equation is then solved to obtain the necessary corrections to the 
pressure and velocity fields and the face mass fluxes such that continuity is 
satisfied. 
4. Where appropriate, equations for scalars such as turbulence, energy, species, 
and radiation are solved using the previously updated values of the other 
variables.  
5. When inter-phase coupling is to be included, the source terms in the appropriate 
continuous phase equations may be updated with a discrete phase trajectory 
calculation.  
6. A check for convergence of the equation set is made. 
These steps are continued until the convergence criteria are met. 
 
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the solver schemes and solution controls defined for 
calculation. All of the definitions for the solver schemes are by default, except in the 
solutions control the discretization method for pressure and momentum was changed 
to 2Pnd P order definition, with the objective of advancing the solution accuracy. The 
solver method was chosen to be the segregated method which is the default and 
suitable option for steady state analysis. In this method each discrete governing 
equation is linearized “implicitly” with respect to that equation’s dependant variable. 
This means that for a given variable, the unknown value in each cell is computed using 
a relation that includes both existing and unknown values from neighboring cells. 
In the simulation it is assumed that both density and temperature of the fluid are 
constant. Therefore, only the conservation equations for mass and momentum are 
solved in the simulation, thus excluding the energy and other equations. Hence, the 
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main variables that are of interest in this work that can be calculated as the outcomes 
of the numerical simulation are pressure and mass flow rate. 
As the momentum and continuity equations are solved sequentially by the 
segregated solver, the continuity equation is used as an equation for pressure. Since 
pressure does not appear explicitly for incompressible flow, due to density being not 
directly related to pressure, the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Link 
Equations) family of algorithm is used for introducing pressure into the continuity 
equation. More detailed descriptions of this pressure-velocity coupling algorithm and 
the way cell pressure and flow rate are calculated are shown in Appendix F. 
Numerical leakage is computed by determining the mass flow rate through the 
inlet or outlet surface of the journal bearing. The mass flow rate through a surface is 
computed by summing the product of density with the dot product of the facet area 










Table 4.4  The solver options definitions. 
 






Velocity formulation Absolute 
Gradient option Cell-based 









Table 4.5  The solution controls definitions. 
 
Equations Flow 
Under Relaxation Factors 
   Pressure 
   Density 
   Body Forces 







   Pressure 
   Pressure/Velocity Coupling 




Second Order Upwind 
Solution Initialization 
Reference frame  
 
 
Relative to cell zone 
 
 
4.5 GRID INDEPENDENCE 
As the number of grid cells increase, the truncation errors in the solutions of the 
discrete differential equations system decreases and the agreement between the 
numerical and exact solutions would get better. A numerical solution is called to be 
“grid-independent” or “grid-convergent” when it becomes independent of the grid as 
the cell size is reduced, within the level of tolerance specified by the user. 
A grid-independent solution was achieved after experimenting with several 
number of grid cells and determining its convergence. An example of such solution is 
shown in Fig. 4.6 which shows the results of several pressure profiles of the journal 
bearing formed by a discontinuous grooved shaft with different number of grid cells. 
The results clearly show that the computational solutions converge as the number of 
grid cells is increased. For subsequent simulations for all other shafts, the actual 
number of grid cells used for the final solution is taken from the second last grid cell 
number starting from the least number of grid cells. 
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4.6 ITERATIVE CONVERGENCE 
For each numerical simulation, the number of iterations performed ranging from 
100 to 200, until convergence is achieved. The convergence criterion for the 
calculation of residual was chosen to be 0.001 as the default value given in FLUENT. 
An example of a converged solution residual taken from the results of Shaft 2 at 203 
rpm is shown in Fig. 4.7. 
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Chapter   5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
 
5.1  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Tests were performed on each specimen shaft at six different rotational speeds: 
of 203 rpm, 451 rpm, 803 rpm, 1185 rpm, 1469 rpm, and 2110 rpm. The reason for 
using the six rotational speeds is found in the historical aspect of this work. Before the 
use of the motor and its driver by which almost any arbitrary speed can be produced, a 
drilling machine was previously used to drive the journal bearing. The above six 
values of rotational speeds are the fixed rpms that the drilling machine can operate. 
These six rpms were continued to be used in further experiments as to allow 
comparison with the previous experiments.  
Axial pressure distribution, leakage rate and temperature distribution are the 
three aspects of results that are gathered from the experimental tests. The experimental 
results obtained are presented in Figs. 5.1 to 5.112.  
Figs. 5.137 to 5.144 present comparisons between experimental and numerical 
pressure distributions at six rotational speeds for all shafts with both distributions 
plotted in one graph for each shaft. 
 
UShaft 1  
The experimental results of Shaft 1 are presented in Figs. 5.1 – 5.14. The axial 
pressure distributions of Shaft 1 show that although the upper part of the bearing 
shows experimental results which agree with theoretical prediction, but at around 2 cm 
above the bottom outlet, the pressure decreases to around -14 kPa. Fig. 5.137 clearly 
shows this deviation that start to happen drastically approximately at the middle 
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portion of the journal bearing, especially at the highest speed. This condition can be 
due to the misalignment of the shaft inside the sleeve which causes the lower side to 
have a higher eccentricity than the upper side. It can also be caused by geometrical 
imperfection of the shaft at that particular spot where the pressure sensor is located 
which can lead to a lower value of pressure than what is expected theoretically.  
Pressure profiles for 10 minutes duration at all of the six rotational speeds show 
a similar trend, that is, the pressure at the lower end of the bearing generally increases 
(becoming less negative) with time, while the pressure at the upper region remains 
relatively undisturbed.  The increase of the pressure at the lower end with time can be 
explained as follows. As time passes the air from the atmosphere starts to flow into the 
low pressure region and compensate the low pressure so that it becomes less negative 
as more air flows in.   
The leakage rate graph shows a peak at 1185 rpm with leakage rate of 
approximately 77 mg/s. The declining leakage rates after this point may be related to 
the decrease in pressure at the lower end of the bearing. 
The temperature distributions show that at each rotational speed the three 
temperature readings (top, middle, bottom) increase gradually in a similar fashion with 
the top temperature reading always having the highest temperature. The top 
temperature being generally higher than the middle and bottom temperatures can be 
due to the fact that the pressure at the upper region of the bearing is always higher than 
the pressure at the middle or bottom parts.  
 
UShaft 2  
The experimental results of Shaft 2 are presented in Figs. 5.15 – 5.28. The axial 
pressure distributions show that negative pressures occur in the middle of the bearing 
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starting from 803 rpm. The pressure in the middle of the bearing is indeed expected to 
be decreasing with the increase in rotational speed because the fluid will tend to leave 
the middle portion of the bearing in two opposite directions (upwards and downwards) 
following the groove profile.  The pressure peak at the top region is usually higher than 
that of the lower region due to the presence of constant static pressure from the oil 
reservoir at the top of the bearing. However, at higher rotational speeds (1469 rpm and 
2110 rpm) the bottom pressure peak is higher than that of the top region. This can be 
due to the higher rate of fluid flow from the top to the bottom of the bearing as also 
facilitated by the gravity force.    
At each rotational speed, the positive peak pressures decreases with time, while 
the pressure in the middle of the bearing increases (becoming less negative). The 
positive pressure decreases with time because as temperature increases with time, the 
viscosity of the oil decreases which then leads to the decrease in pressure.  
Fig. 5.138 shows some significant differences between the numerical and 
experimental results especially at upper pressure region which has a lower peak 
pressure than that of the lower pressure region. This can be explained by the limitation 
of the lubricant supply flow rate from the oil reservoir to catch up with the higher rate 
requirement as fluid velocity increases. At the same the lubricant still needed to flow to 
the lower pressure region. This then causes the lower pressure region to have a higher 
peak pressure than that of the upper one. 
The leakage profile shows an ever increasing flow rate with rotational speed, 
having a maximum value of about 580 mg/s at 2110 rpm. 
The temperature increases with rotational speed and time, with the bottom 
temperature reading always with the highest pressure reading especially at higher 
temperatures. This is most likely caused by the increasing temperature of oil as it flows 
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downstream towards the bottom region of the journal bearing. 
 
UShaft 3 U 
The experimental results of Shaft 3 are presented in Figs. 5.29 – 5.42. Like Shaft 
2, the pressure distributions show a similar trend except that at 2110 rpm the overall 
pressure readings drop drastically down to around the pressure level as at 1185 rpm. 
One possible cause of this is that for a larger gap clearance the journal bearing has 
some sort of threshold or limit in the maximum pressure that can be generated inside 
the bearing after which the effect of a higher rotational speed will simply be 
neutralized by the larger gap. Now, the middle pressure has come down from about -2 
kPa at the previous speed (1469 rpm) to about -13 kPa. Besides, the pressure in the 
middle of the bearing shows a much faster decrease rate than those of Shaft 2. The 
possible explanation for this is that the larger clearance gap between the journal and 
the shaft results in a higher flow rate that demands higher lubricant supply rate which 
can not be fully met by the lubrication supply system of the test rig. This fits to the 
observation of the leakage chart where the leakage rate starts to drop after reaching 
about 600 mg/s at 1469 rpm.  
From Fig. 5.29 it can also be seen that, unlike Shaft 2 that shows the peak of 
upper pressure region being lower than that of the lower one, the five speeds (203 to 
1469 rpms) at the upper region consistently show higher pressures than that of the 
lower one. This can be due to the lubricant supply still being able to input enough oil 
to the upper region under lower pressure condition. 
Fig. 5.139 shows the experimental pressure to be generally lower than that of the 
numerical prediction especially at higher speeds. The present of high negative pressure 
in the middle of the bearing can be one of the causes of this lowering of the overall 
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pressure. Larger bearing clearance can also be considered as another cause of this low 
pressure condition. The resulting higher mass flowrate tends to limit the actual 
lubricant supply rate, hence pressure being lower than theoretical expectation. 
The peak pressure ranges from about 1.9 kPa at 203 rpm to about 7.5 kPa at 
1469 rpm. The results also show that the peak pressure (at 2110 rpm) of Shaft 3 is 
lower than Shaft 2 by approximately 7 kPa, that is about twice lower on average.  This 
is as expected due to the increase in gap clearance by 40%. 
The temperature also increases with rotational speed and time with the bottom 
temperature reading always being the highest reading. This can be for the same reason 
as with Shaft 2. 
The leakage rate graph shows a peak at 1469 rpm with leakage rate of 
approximately 650 mg/s. This is significantly higher than the flowrate of Shaft 2 for 
the same rotational speed. 
 
UShaft 4U 
The experimental results of Shaft 4 are presented in Figs. 5.43 – 5.56. The axial 
pressure distributions of Shaft 4 show two aspects that are clearly not found in Shafts 
1-3. First, right from 203 rpm the pressure peak of the upper set grooves is 
significantly and consistently higher than at the lower one. Second, the shape of the 
pressure distribution is skewed in the upward direction towards the top outlet. This is 
an indication that the lubricant tends to flow upward. This upward flow is expected as 
the result of the asymmetrical groove configuration. This is also confirmed by the fact 
that the top temperature reading is always the highest compared with the other two 
readings. The pressure in the middle of the bearing goes down to as low as -14 kPa. It 
can also be noticed that at about 1 cm above the bottom outlet the pressure profile 
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shows a significant decrease in pressure as the rotational speed is increased.  
The comparison between numerical and experimental results shown in Fig. 5.140 
clearly shows one of the limitations of this current work namely the fact that lubricant 
is only supplied from the top reservoir, thus it is only designed to facilitate flow in 
downward direction. In the numerical simulation it is assumed that there is always 
enough lubricant in both upward and downward direction to provide the required 
lubricant flowrate at a certain rotational speed. Since in this case the lubricant flows in 
the opposite direction (upwards) there is far than enough lubricant flow to match the 
numerical pressure prediction. This explains the generally much lower peak pressure, 
especially at higher speeds, of the experimental results compared to that of the 
numerical results. 
Although the leakage rate profile shows a unique shape, its overall leakage rate 
value is relatively small (maximum at about 50 mg/s) which is at the same range with 
the plain shaft. This is expected because theoretically the asymmetrical groove pattern 
having the lower groove (LB B) longer than the upper groove (L BAB) is supposed to cause 
the lubricant to be pumped upward. That is why the bottom leakage rate is much 
smaller compared to the previous two grooved shafts. 
 
UShaft 5 U 
The experimental results of Shaft 5 are presented in Figs. 5.57 – 5.70. The results 
of Shaft 5 generally show similar pattern as in Shaft 4. One difference is the negative 
pressure region in the middle of the bearing starts to form two peaks at higher speeds. 
This can be clearly seen at 1469 and 2110 rpms. This appearance of two pressure peaks 
can be due to the ratio between LBAB and LB B which is smaller than that in Shaft 4, hence 
resulting in a more polarized and distinctive pressure profile.  
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Comparison with the numerical results as shown in Fig. 5.141 also shows similar 
findings as for Shaft 4, with the overall pressure at higher speed being lower than the 
numerical prediction.  
The leakage rate at the bottom outlet is now very small and almost negligible 
because lubricant is pumped upward in a higher flowrate. This is also confirmed by the 
top temperature being generally higher than the middle or bottom temperatures.  
 
UShaft 6U 
The experimental results of Shaft 6 are presented in Figs. 5.71 – 5.84. The results 
of Shaft 6 show a general resemblance with those from Shaft 2 or Shaft 3. The first 
difference is in the shape of the two pressure peaks (at upper and lower set grooves) 
which show a much sharper shape than in Shaft 2.  The second difference is the higher 
peak pressure which is closed to 30 kPa at 2110 rpm. The negative pressure in the 
middle of the bearing is only obvious at higher speeds. This observation seems to 
indicate that the presence of a middle groove, as in Shafts 2-5, tends to lower the 
pressure at that region. The pressure near the bottom outlet is decreasing down to near 
-15 kPa with increasing rotational speed. From Fig. 5.142 it can be seen that the 
experimental pressure profile, other than the negative pressure portion, has a close 
agreement with that of the numerical results. 
The leakage rate increases steadily with rotational speed up to above 250 mg/s at 
2110 rpm. Although this rate is well above that of the plain shaft, it is less than half of 
that of Shaft 2, that is, it has a better pumping sealing capability compared to the 
discontinuous grooves type such as Shaft 2 or 3. 
The temperature profiles show a more uniform distribution. The bottom 
temperature readings are generally higher than the others and again this is most likely 
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The experimental results of Shaft 7 are presented in Figs. 5.85 – 5.98. The results 
of Shaft 7 show that the pressure distributions generally follow the theoretical 
expectations that the pressure peaks in the upper set grooves are positives while lower 
peaks are negatives. However, at high rotational speeds the pressure profile at the 
lower set grooves gets more flattened in shape. The possible explanations for these 
discrepancies can be: firstly, the flow rate of lubricant leaking from the bottom of the 
journal bearing is high, such that the oil supply pressure from the container and 
reservoir, which has a fixed and constant value, can not keep up in filling the lower 
region with the oil. This will lead to lubricant starved region in the lower region of the 
bearing. As shown by Costa et al. (2000) and Tanaka (2000), the oil supply 
significantly determines the hydrodynamic performance of a journal bearing. Secondly, 
since the pressure in the lower region is relatively very low, this then adds to the effect 
of oil starvation resulting in the entrainment of air from the atmosphere into the journal 
bearing. Furthermore, adding the effects of journal eccentricity and increasing 
rotational speed, there is a high possibility of cavitation occurring at this low pressure 
region. Cavitation will also alter the pressure generated at this location, as indicated in 
the analysis done by Jang and Chang (2000) which shows that cavitation region 
increases with increasing eccentricity and rotational speed. This eventually causes the 
higher pressure at the lower region of the bearing than expected computationally as 
also shown in Fig. 5.143. From the same figure it can also be noticed that the 
experimental pressures are generally higher than that of the numerical ones at the 
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upper portion of the bearing. This can be due to the eccentricity of Shaft 7, that is the 
shaft having a narrower clearance at the upper part of the bearing at that particular 
axial pressure line. 
The leakage rate of approximately 900 mg/s at 2110 rpm is noticeably the 
highest among all the other shafts. This is expected because the groove profile allows 
the pumping effect to push the oil to flow downwards in a much faster rate. 
 
UShaft 8U 
The experimental results of Shaft 8 are presented in Figs. 5.99 – 5.112. From 203 
to 803 rpm, the pressure profiles of Shaft 8 show much similarity to those of Shaft 1 
(plain shaft) with the pressure near the bottom outlet decreases rapidly as the rotational 
speed is increased. Starting from 1185 rpm, there is an abrupt change in the shape of 
the pressure profile compared with previous rotational speeds. Now the peak negative 
pressure near the bottom outlet of around -3000 Pa has increased to about 400 Pa, 
while the pressures at the upper set grooves have come down from about 1200 Pa to 
about 400 Pa. This trend continues up to the highest speed where the pressure near the 
bottom leakage reaches a value closed to 2000 Pa. At this time, the pressures at the 
region between the bearing center and the lower peak have come down from 
approximately -1000 Pa to -7000 Pa.  
From Fig. 5.144 it can be seen that comparisons between experimental and 
numerical results are difficult to be made. This is due to at least three factors. Firstly, 
the generally low pressure range resulting from this shaft demands a high 
manufacturing accuracy of the shaft in order to produce comparable results with the 
numerical ones. Secondly, the number of pressure points on the bearing are very 
limited (11 pressure taps) such that it is impossible to form such shape as shown in the 
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numerical results. Thirdly, the actual precise location of the axial pressure line of the 
experimental results can not be exactly determined and matched with that from the 
numerical ones. 
The leakage rate does not change much from one speed to the next. Although the 
leakage rate is low (around 100 mg/s) compared to the grooved shafts, it is generally 
higher than the leakage rate of the plain shaft, which is due to the presence of vertical 
grooves.  
 
5.2  NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The numerical results of the journal bearings with different specimen shafts are 
shown in Figs. 5.113 to 5.136, and will be discussed in the following. 
 
UShaft 1U 
The numerical results of Shaft 1 are presented in Figs. 5.113 – 5.115. The 
pressure distributions show that at each rotational speed the pressure decreases in a 
linear fashion. The pressures in the middle of the bearing have lower values indicating 
the presence of the middle groove. It can also be seen that the pressure distribution at 
2110 rpm is generally lower than at the lower speeds by about 200 Pa. This is 
confirmed by experimental results that show the pressure at 2110 being lower than at 
other speeds. This can indicate that the limit of the maximum pressure for the plain 
bearing have been passed at 2110 rpm.  
The leakage profile shows a starting leakage rate (about 60 mg/s) that is closed 
to the experimental result. However, the numerical leakage rate shows a very small 
change in leakage rate from 203 rpm to 2110 rpm.  
The pressure contours show that the lower pressure in the middle of the bearing 
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is beginning to become more obvious at 1185 rpm. It can also be seen that at higher 
rotational speed there are negative pressures at certain locations. These numerical 
results support the possibility of a negative pressure occurring in the middle and at the 
bottom end of the journal bearing like in the experimental results of Shaft 1. 
 
UShaft 2U 
The numerical results of Shaft 2 are presented in Figs. 5.116 – 5.118. The 
pressure distributions show a similar shape and range as the experimental ones. 
However, there exist some notable differences. First, since in the numerical 
simulations the pressure distribution is displayed from over large number of pressure 
points (each consist of hundreds of thousands grid cells) the pressure profile shape is 
much more detailed compared to the experimental results which only have 11 pressure 
taps. It can be seen that as the rotational speed increases the agreement of the pressure 
distributions with the experimental results lessens. At 2100 rpm the pressure peak is 
about 2 kPa or 10% higher than in the experimental results. This is mostly due to the 
fact that at higher speeds the experimental lubrication supply system is not able to keep 
up in supplying enough lubricant flow rate, while the numerical simulation is based on 
the assumption that the lubricant is always present and enough to accommodate any 
rotational speed. 
The pressure contours show detailed descriptions of the pressure distributions 
across the journal bearing at each rotational speed. It is also shown that at low speeds 
the pressures at the upper set grooves will be greatly influenced by the constant static 
pressure at the top outlet of the bearing, hence higher peak pressure than at the lower 
set grooves. 
The leakage rate starts with similar value (100 mg/s) as with the experimental 
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result, but it changes very little as the rotational speed is increased, unlike the 
experimental results. A possible explanation for this is that during experiments the 
increase in temperature reduces the oil viscosity which makes the oil to flow more 
easily hence increases the flowrate, while in the numerical simulation the temperature 
and viscosity are assumed to be constant. 
 
UShaft 3U 
The numerical results of Shaft 3 are presented in Figs. 5.119 – 5.121. The 
pressure profile has similar shape with that of Shaft 2 with the difference only in the 
peak pressure being about half than with Shaft 2. This lower pressure is a direct result 
of an increase in the journal bearing clearance by 0.1 mm, or 40% thicker than with the 
previous shaft. 
Unlike the experimental results, the pressure distribution at 2110 does not show a 
drop in pressure peak. This can be the result of the differences in operating conditions 
between numerical simulations and laboratory experiments. For example, the shaft 
misalignment and possible vibration at higher speeds can cause some unexpected 
results or instabilities in the journal bearing performance during experiments.  
The leakage rate also starts at similar rate as the experimental result that is 
around 250 mg/s. This is where the similarity ends, because the leakage rate then goes 
down slowly while the experimental result shows the leakage rate to be going up. This 
is expected to be caused by the change in viscosity as described before in Shaft 2. 
 
UShaft 4U 
The numerical results of Shaft 4 are presented in Figs. 5.122 – 5.124. Like the 
experimental results, the shape of pressure profile in the computational results is 
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skewed upward. This is expected as a result of having an asymmetrical grooves with 
the lower groove (LB B) being longer than the upper one (LBAB). 
In terms of leakage profile, as with the previous three shafts, the simulation 
results show a very similar value with the experimental results at 203 rpm, that is 
around 40 mg/s. However, above this speed, the computational results show that the 
flow direction has been reversed with the lubricant is now flowing upward and the 
flow rate increases with rotational speed. This is not observed in experiment because 
there is no measurement for upward flow at the upper part of the journal bearing, and 
the leakage fluctuation shown by the experimental results is negligible in magnitude (a 
difference up to 15 mg/s) compared to the computational one (a difference up to 700 
mg/s). Also, the test rig construction surrounding the upper part of the journal bearing 
significantly restricts the upward flow of lubricant. 
The pressure peak at the upper set grooves is about 2 kPa higher than at the 
lower set grooves. With maximum pressure of close to 20 kPa, it is about 2 kPa higher 
than that of Shaft 2.  Although there is only a considerably small difference in terms of 
pressure peak, but it terms of side leakage, Shaft 4 generates a several times higher 
leakage rate (about 650 mg/s in upward direction) than with Shaft  2.  Its flowrate is 
also about three times higher than that of Shaft 3. This indicates that the presence of 
asymmetrical groove with a certain groove ratio and configuration can significantly 
increase the pumping capability of a journal bearing. 
 
UShaft 5U 
The numerical results of Shaft 5 are presented in Figs. 5.125 – 5.127. The shape 
of the pressure distributions is similar with that of Shaft 4, only this time the maximum 
pressure is about 3 kPa higher, that is around 23 kPa. The pressure contours confirm 
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that the highest pressure always occurs at the lower groove of the upper set groove. 
This is in agreement with the experimental results that show upper set groove having a 
slightly higher pressure peak than at the lower set grooves at all rotational speeds. 
The leakage rate profile follows a linear pattern as in Shaft 4 with the leakage 
rate reaching up to about 1500 mg/s at 2110 rpm (upward direction), that is more than 
twice of the leakage rate from Shaft 4. This shows that a slight change in groove ratio 




The numerical results of Shaft 6 are presented in Figs. 5.128 – 5.130 and show 
close agreements with the experimental data obtained. Other than having the same 
pressure profile shape, the peak pressure of both the experimental and the numerical 
results is close to 30 kPa. Both leakage rates start slightly above 100 mg/s and increase 
gradually with rotational speed with the experimental leakage increasing in a faster 
rate for the reason that is related with the change in viscosity as explained before for 
other shafts regarding this phenomenon. 
The pressure contours are consistent with the axial pressure plot in showing that 
the pressure profiles form a sharp peak shape compared to the more flattened ones of 
those discontinuous grooves shafts like Shafts 2 and 3. This sharp pressure peak is 
expected because the continuous grooves profile will force the oil from both directions 
(upward and downward) to meet at one point in the middle of each grooves set, hence 
forming a converging pattern in pressure profile. 
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UShaft 7U 
The numerical results of Shaft 7 are presented in Figs. 5.131 – 5.133. As 
expected theoretically, the axial pressure distributions and pressure contours of Shaft 7 
show the upper set grooves having a positive pressure peak while the lower set grooves 
having a negative pressure peak. The pressure peak is about 26 kPa, which is 
approximately 3 kPa lower than the peak pressure of Shaft 6. This pressure peak is in 
agreement with the experimental results that reach a peak pressure below 30 kPa at the 
upper set grooves. 
The leakage rate results show that the lubricant flows downward and the flow 
rate increases linearly with rotational speed with the highest flow rate compared to all 
other shafts. The leakage rate starts at about 400 mg/s at 203 rpm for both 
experimental and numerical cases and increase gradually thereafter. While the 
numerical results show an increase of up to about 5500 mg/s at 2110 rpm, the 
experimental results show only about 1000 mg/s at that speed. The lower leakage rate 
of the experimental result is most likely caused by insufficient or limited oil supply 
rate by the lubricant supply mechanism. 
 
UShaft 8U 
The numerical results of Shaft 8 are presented in Figs. 5.134 – 5.136. The 
pressure contours of Shaft 8 show alternating pressure patterns between the high 
pressure region and the lower one in circumferential direction. Therefore, in order to 
make comparisons with the experimental results, it is necessary to decide whether the 
axial pressure distribution would display the high or low pressure region. Since the 
experimental results of Shaft 8 show that pressures are predominantly in the low 
region (negative pressure), so the axial pressure distributions as shown in Fig. 5.134 
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are chosen as to represent the low region pressure profile. 
The axial pressure distributions of Shaft 8 show that as the rotational speed 
increases the overall pressures shift down and decrease in an almost linear fashion. 
This shifting down trend is in agreement with the experimental results that show the 
pressure distributions to be shifted as the rotational speed is increased. The 
discrepancies are due to several factors. The limited number of pressure taps in the 
experimental results makes the overall pressure profile shape difficult to be compared 
with the numerical results that have hundreds of axial pressure points. Due to low 
pressure range, the effect of journal bearing misalignment or geometrical 
imperfectness of the shaft in experiments, can predominantly swamp out or disrupt 
meaningful comparisons between experimental and numerical results. 
The leakage rate of Shaft 8 shows a close agreement between experimental and 
numerical results. As can be seen in Figs. 5.100 and 5.135, both leakage rates begin at 
around 120 mg/s at 203 rpm and end at around 100 mg/s, which is still better than the 
leakage rates comparison in Shaft 1 (Figs. 5.2 and 5.114). This can be due to the 
presence of grooves in Shaft 8 that creates a more stable journal bearing performance. 
It can also be caused by a better machining precision of Shaft 8 compared to Shaft 1. 
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Chapter   6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
6.1  CONCLUSIONS 
From the experimental and numerical results obtained, the following conclusions 
can be drawn: 
• The test rig and the experimental setup have been successfully designed and 
constructed. The experimental results in terms of pressure profile and leakage 
rate are as expected and produce useful insights into the performance 
characteristics of the vertical herringbone grooved journal bearings 
specifically in pressure distributions and pumping sealing. 
• The numerical results confirm the theoretical predictions of the performance 
of the herringbone grooved journal bearings and in most cases verify the 
performance aspects of the various different journal bearings formed by the 
eight shafts.  
• The grooved shafts generally produce a more stable and predictable 
performance than the plain shaft. 
• Asymmetrical grooves such as in the case of Shafts 4 and 5 can produce a 
good pumping sealing affect with an increase in maximum flow rate as the 
ratio of LB B on LBAB is increased. 
• The increase in radial clearance as in Shafts 2 and 3 causes a significant 
reduction in the maximum pressure generated. 
• The continuous grooves type as in Shafts 6 and 7 produce higher peak 
pressures than the discontinuous grooves, such as Shafts 2 – 5. 
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• Bearing of Shaft 7 can be rotated in both directions and produces a high 
pumping sealing effect. 
 
The discrepancies between the experimental and numerical results, can be: 
• Due to inadequate number of grid cells applied in the middle part of the 
bearing during the mesh generation, the numerical results show a limited 
capability in showing the negative pressure created by the journal bearings 
with shafts having middle grooves such as Shafts 2-5. 
• Most arise from the assumptions made in the numerical simulations which 
include the perfectly concentric (or zero misalignment) bearing. A slight 
change in eccentricity can cause a significant change in the pressure 
generated. Other than the degree of shaft roundness, the bearing 
misalignment is most likely the major cause of the asymmetrical shape of the 
pressure distributions as in the comparison of peak pressures between the 
upper and lower set grooves.  
• Lubricant supply rate or mechanism has a direct influence on journal bearing 
performance. One of the limitations of this current experimental set up is the 
lubricant supply rate which is likely to cause the oil starved region as in the 
case of Shafts 3 and 7.  
• The numerical simulations are based on steady state conditions, which is not 
exactly the same with the experimental reality where the steady state 
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6.2  RECOMMENDATIONS 
For future work there are several recommendations as described in the following. 
• The design of an oil supply mechanism that can regulate the lubricant supply 
flow rate in order to avoid insufficient oil supply in the journal bearing. This 
can be done by firstly estimating the minimum oil-feed requirements to 
maintain a fluid film in journal bearing at a certain rotational speed. The 
estimation can be done by firstly determining the oil flow rate from 
computational simulations and then assume that as the minimum oil-feed 
flow rate that needs to be applied to the journal bearing. This will likely 
necessitate the use of force-feed lubrication by using a pumping mechanism. 
• Study on the dynamic characteristics of the journal bearing such as bearing 
stiffness, radial load capacity, power consumption and stability by measuring 
the torque and capturing the transient pressure distribution on the journal 
bearing. 
• Design of a flowrate measurement system that can measure the flow rate in 
both the bottom and top outlets.  
• Study on the cavitation phenomena in journal bearing. 
• More precise fabrication of the shafts and test rig. 
• Numerical simulations that include the energy equations and the effects of 
journal bearing eccentricity and misalignment. This can be coupled with the 
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Fig. 1.3  Schematic of a spindle motor construction with fluid bearing. 
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Fig. 4.1  Basic program structure of a FLUENT package. 
 
 





Fig. 4.3  Picture of a Shaft 7 meshed volume in GAMBIT. 
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Fig. 5.114  Numerical leakage rates of Shaft 1 at six rotational speeds. 
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Fig. 5.136  Numerical pressure contour of Shaft 8. 
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Fig. 5.144  Experimental and Numerical Pressure distributions of Shaft 8 at six 
rotational speeds. 
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Fig. A.3  Part 2 of test rig. 
 
 






Fig. A.5  Part 3 of test rig. 
 
 





Fig. A.7  Part 5 of test rig.  
 
 





Fig. A.9  Specimen Shaft 1. 
 
 






Fig. A.11  Specimen Shaft 2. 
 
 























Fig. A.17  Specimen Shaft 4. 
 
 























Fig. A.23  Specimen Shaft 6. 
 
 























Fig. A.29  Specimen Shaft 8. 
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Fig. B.2  Roundness test results of Shaft 2. 
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APPENDIX  E : DSA 3007 Specifications 
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APPENDIX  F:  FLUENT Segregated Solver with SIMPLE 
Pressure-Velocity Coupling Algorithm 
 
 
The control-volume-based technique used by FLUENT consists of integrating 
the governing equations about each control volume, resulting in discrete equations that 
conserve each quantity on a control-volume basis. 
The integral form for an arbitrary control volume V, considering the steady-
state conservation equation for transport of a scalar quantity φ, is described as follows 
(Fluent Inc., 2003): 
 
∫ ∫∫ +⋅∇Γ=⋅ dVSAdAdv V ϕϕ ϕϕρ rrr                                  (F.1) 
 
where  
ρ = density  
vr = velocity vector  
A
r
= surface area vector 
ϕΓ = diffusion coefficient for φ 
ϕ∇ = gradient of φ 
ϕS = source of φ per unit volume 
 
Equation F.1 is applied to each control volume, or cell, in the computational 




Fig. F.1  Two-dimensional control volume. 
 
Discretization of Equation F.1 on a given cell yields 








ϕϕ ϕϕρ +⋅∇Γ=⋅ ∑∑ rrr                                (F.2) 
where 
facesN          = number of faces enclosing cell 
fϕ               = value of φ convected through face f 
fff Av
rr
⋅ρ  = mass flux through the face 
fA
r
              = area of face f 
( )nϕ∇          = magnitude of ϕ∇  normal to face f 
V                 = cell volume 
 
For a steady-state analysis, the integral forms of the continuity and momentum 
equations are as follow: 
∫ =⋅ 0Adv rrρ                                                            (F.3) 
∫∫∫ ∫ +⋅+⋅−=⋅ V dVFAdAdpAdvv rrrrrr τρ I                                    (F.4) 
where I is the identity matrix, τ  is the stress tensor, and F
r






The discretization scheme applied for a scalar transport equation is also used to 
discretize the momentum equations. The x-momentum equation for example can be 
obtained by setting φ = u: 
SiApuaua fnb
nb
nbp +⋅+= ∑∑ )                                  (F.5) 
Equation F.3 is integrated over the control volume in Fig. F.1 to yield the 





                                               (F.6) 
where JBfB is the mass flux through face f, ρvBn B. 
Since FLUENT stores both pressure and velocity at cell centers, in order to 
proceed, it is necessary to relate the face values of velocity nv
r , to the stored values of 
velocity at the cell centers. Linear interpolation of cell-centered velocities to the face 
results in unphysical checker-boarding of pressure. To prevent this FLUENT uses a 
procedure in which the face value of velocity is not averaged linearly; instead, 
momentum-weighted averaging, using weighting factors based on the aBp B coefficient 
from Equation F.5 is performed, by which the face flux, JBfB, may be written as: 
)( 10 ccfff ppdJJ −+=
)
                                          (F.7) 
where pBc0 Band pBc1 B are the pressures within the two cells on either side of the face, and 
fJ
)
 contains the influence of velocities in these cells. The term dBfB is a function of pa , 
the average of the momentum equations aBp B coefficients for the cells on either side of 
face f. 
The use of Equation F.7 in deriving an equation for pressure from the discrete 
continuity equation (Equation F.6) yields to the pressure-velocity coupling. 
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The SIMPLE algorithm uses a relationship between velocity and pressure 
corrections to enforce mass conservation and to obtain the pressure field. 
If the momentum equation is solved with a guessed pressure field p*, the 
resulting face flux, J P*PBfB, computed from Equation F.7 




                                     (F.8) 
does not satisfy the continuity equation. Therefore, a correction J’BfB  is added to the face 
flux J P* PBfB so that the corrected face flux, J BfB 
fff JJJ '+=
∗                                                  (F.9) 
satisfies the continuity equation. The SIMPLE algorithm postulates that J’BfB  be written 
as 
)''(' 10 ccff ppdJ −=                                           (F.10) 
where p’ is the cell pressure correction. 
The SIMPLE algorithm substitutes the flux correction equations (Equations F.9 
and F.10) into the discrete continuity equation (Equation F.6) to obtain a discrete 
equation for the pressure correction p’ in the cell: 
bpapa nb
nb
nbp += ∑ ''                                            (F.11) 





faces∑= *                                                (F.12) 
Having solved the pressure-correction equation (Equation F.11), such as by the 
algebraic multigrid (AMG) method used in FLUENT, the cell pressure and the face 
flux are corrected using 
'ppp pα+=
∗                                               (F.13) 
)''( 10 ccfff ppdJJ −+=
∗                                    (F.14) 
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where αBp B is the under-relaxation factor for pressure. Because of the nonlinearity of the 
equation set being solved by FLUENT, it is necessary to control the change of φ. By 
under-relaxation factor the change of φ can be controlled and in this case reduced 
during each iteration. The corrected face flux, J BfB, satisfies the discrete continuity 
equation identically during each iteration. 
 
 
 
 
